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DATA-DRIVEN EXHIBITOR SALES – Part I 

John M. Coe 
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[Note: Part I will be followed by Part II in a week.] 

 

Overview: 

The success of the trade show industry is dependent on two groups – attendees and 

exhibitors/sponsors.  Exhibit Surveys reports that, on average, 66% of the show’s revenue is 

derived from exhibit space, 19% from attendee fees and 12% from sponsorships.  Since the 

exhibitors are also the likely sponsors, 78% of the revenue is from the exhibitors. 

 

The exhibit and trade show industry is growing at a 2-3% rate in attendance and revenue which 

is slightly above the GNP.  While this growth may satisfy politicians, it never plays well at the 

senior executive level, in board meetings, with the stock market or venture capitalists where 

growth rates in the 5-10% range, if not higher, are expected.   

 

So the question is – how can trade show organizers move the revenue and profit needle 

beyond the slow growth 2-3% rate.  There are only two major financial areas to leverage as 

others categories are relatively fixed, such as the cost of the convention hall.  They are: 

 

 Cost of attendee acquisition 

 Revenue from exhibitors and sponsors   

 

Significant advances in attendee marketing have been achieved in the past 10-15 years, and now 

newer tactics of social media, retargeting and data analytics sit alongside the well proven 

advertising and direct marketing methods.  As digital marketing and email has supplanted much 

of the more expensive direct mail communications, we have seen the cost per attendee 

acquisition decrease to an average of $10 -$30 from past highs in the $35-50 range.   

 

With an increased usage of data analytics and digital marketing, this cost may well continue to 

modestly decline providing an additional small boost to the bottom line of organizers.  But there 

is only so much reduction in attendee marketing cost that is possible without decreasing 

attendance – the major benefit in attracting and retaining exhibitors. In fact, in some of our recent 
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analysis, we have found direct mail is making a comeback and actually producing a lower cost of 

acquisition to the surprise of many organizer marketing managers. 

Therefore, the main leverage to higher revenue and profit will come from the exhibitor side of 

the equation.  One option is to increase income from exhibit space, but recent efforts to do so 

have been met with exhibitor push-back, and only a 1-2% increase has been achieved, if any at 

all.  It’s unlikely this would contribute much incremental revenue even if an increase is accepted. 

 

The Unrealized Path to Revenue and Profit Increase 

To improve any B2B sales results the first issue is an examination of the sales overall process, 

and how it can be improved to sell and retain more customers. This focus on improving sales 

productivity is well underway in every B2B company, and it is recognized as one of the last 

frontiers for overall productivity improvement. In the trade show industry the opportunity is 

even greater as more leverage lies in improving sales productivity than many other types of 

B2B businesses.  Much like the airline industry – the last seats sold are almost pure profit, and 

similarly, the last exhibit space sold is also almost pure profit.   

 

Simply put, the fixed cost of holding a trade show and attracting attendees is not incrementally 

increased much no matter how many exhibitors participate as breakeven has already been 

achieved.  Thus, selling incremental exhibit space is the primary area to focus on for 

organizers to break out of the plodding 2-3% growth rate.  

 

The exhibitor sales process is currently very traditional, and done mostly by an inside sales 

staff and process that is typified as follows: 

 

 Meet with current exhibitors at the show and sign them up for the next one. 

 

 Find new potential exhibitors by bird-dogging competitive shows, industry magazines 

plus other sources, and contact them to determine interest to exhibit. 

 

 Field inbound inquiries and convert  to exhibitors 

 

At times, some face-to-face field calls are made, but these are generally restricted to large 

exhibitors and/or national accounts.  An exception is if the trade show is organized by a 

publication, then the advertising sales staff does make field calls, and sells a combination of both 

media and exhibiting to these firms. 
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This inside sales model, while relatively low cost compared to a field sales staff, has some 

serious dependencies that can make or break it.  They are: 

 

 The ability to hire, train and motivate an inside sales group – not an easy task even 

though many show mangers think it is! 

o Any turnover in staff puts a premium on this dependency as the only personal 

relationship with the organizer is disrupted.  

 

 A flow of targeted prospects and leads to make up for the 10-20% of exhibitors who do 

not return each year. 

o Most of the lost exhibitors are the smaller 10x10 booths and/or first year 

exhibitors, but it still represents a significant loss of revenue  

 

 The capability of each inside sales representative to find and sell their show to exhibitors. 

o  This capability varies greatly from rep-to-rep. as is true in all sales organizations. 

 

In our experience, each show has a similar sales process and model with some differences 

depending on size of the show and number of exhibitors.  Just adding more sales staff to a non-

productive sales model will not significantly increase sales, even though adding sales people is a 

very common answer to the need for higher sales.  The current process and model is in need 

of an overhaul if the industry is to achieve a 5-10%+ growth rate in revenue and profit.  

 

Developing a new trade show sales model: 

The best way to approach developing a new sales model is to first lay out what would be 

considered the B2B best practices from prospecting to customer loyalty.  Once this overall 

process is accepted, the current sales process should be compared to it and the gaps identified. 

Then an adoption of the most appropriate processes and procedures from these standards that 

make sense for your trade show’s specific sales situation need to be instituted.  

 

This new sales model is based on using today’s technology plus advanced marketing and sales 

methods as the core. Each organizer can then evaluate their current model against this backdrop 

as much has been written about it.  While it has taken on a few names, in general, it’s a data-

driven marketing model integrated with other well accepted best sales practices. 
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7 Step Data-driven Exhibitor Sales Model 

Starting with identifying prospects and ending with a key account focus, the following is the     

7-step best practice exhibitor sales model for organizers. 

 

1. Prospect Identification  

All trade shows have a current list of exhibitors so this first step doesn’t imply that this 

database does not exist.  But, as we all know, some customers do not continue to exhibit 

for a wide variety of reasons, and in the trade show industry exhibitor decay rates average 

between 10- 20%.  A sales increase is always part of the year-over-year plan, then the 

decay rate needs to be added to the sales goal, and therefore it can easily exceed 20-

25% - a big hill to climb for any sales force.   

 

Thus, a solid on-going process needs to be in place to continually feed prospects into a 

lead generation system to develop new potential exhibitors.  The following inputs and 

feeds need to be part of this process: 

 Data profiling of the current exhibitors to determine the most frequent 4-digit 

SIC or 6-digit NAICS codes.  Then reach into compiled databases to pull 

“look alike” firms. 

  

 Birddogging of competitive shows as is usually already done. 

 

 Reviewing magazine advertisements of the industries who exhibit. 

 

 Google key word searches to identify companies who sell or participate in an 

identified area. 

 

 Other methods that might be specific to the market place and/or industry 

 

Obviously, all the inputs of likely companies should be compiled on one database.  The 

debate is whether or not they should be loaded in the CRM software or kept separate as a 

prospect database.  For a variety of reasons, keeping them separate is a bit better as no 

contact information and relationship exists until such time as contact is initiated.  This is 

up to each organizer and their usage and capability on using databases and CRM systems. 
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2. Database Development 

There are two major categories of information that need to be developed to feed not only 

the lead generation process, but also the sales person’s conversations with the potential 

and current exhibitors. 

 

 Contacts 

Within each exhibitor location there are a variety of individuals who are 

responsible and/or involved in the decision to exhibit.  Most of these contacts are 

in the sales and marketing department while others are senior executives.    

 

Exhibiting at trade shows is a large budget expense and involves several 

departments, there are multiple individuals that need to be identified and 

communicated to in the process of convincing them to initially exhibit.  While 

there may appear to be only one or two decision makers, there are at least four to 

five more individuals that either strongly influence the decision and/or need to 

approve it.  On average, this totals to 5-7 people in each exhibiting company. . 

 

 Business Information 

Of less focus in traditional marketing approaches, is the knowledge about the 

business and market situation of the exhibitor.  Sales people tend to just 

concentrate on contacting the decision maker(s) and selling the FAB’s of the trade 

show.  While this may have been acceptable in the past, it’s increasingly 

important to equip sales people with insight on the trends and events taking place 

in the exhibitor’s industry and even within specific exhibitor organizations. 

 

This knowledge is now expected to be known by the potential exhibitor and 

therefore the organizer’s sales staff needs to have easy access to business 

information sources. This provides two distinct sales advantages: 

 

o Knowing more about the exhibitor’s market situation may well lead to 

designing custom proposals and sponsorships carrying higher revenue. 

 

o By demonstrating this knowledge the relationship and trust developed 

with this decision maker(s) will dramatically increase and provide an 

advantage over other competitive shows. 
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There are a number of sources of business information on both markets and 

companies, and some of the best known are: 

 

o Ibis World (www.IbisWorld.com) – provides market research on 700 

industries worldwide. 

o Factiva (www.Factiva.com) – a division of Dow Jones that provides 

information on markets and companies from 33,000 sources. 

o Nexis (www.lexisnexis.com) Information from over 26,000 sources, that 

provides company profiles and industry information. 

o Dun & Bradstreet (www.dnb.com) The standard of B2B data that has 

made some improvements over just their credit files.  

o Hoovers (www.Hoovers.com) A division of Dun & Bradstreet that 

maintains  information on over 80 million companies and 100 million 

contacts worldwide.  

o InfoUSA (www.InfoUSA.com)  A more traditional list and data source. 

o Data.com (www.salesforce.com) The old Jigsaw now salesforce.com. 

o Others specific to the industries of the exhibitors. 

 

The goal of any sales organization should be to develop long term loyal exhibitors, 

and this will be greatly assisted by building and maintaining an accurate database of 

contacts, company and industry information.  Now the trick is to get the sales people to 

use it! 

 

3. Initial Exhibitor Engagement and Lead Generation 

This is where marketing planning meets prospects, and begins the sales process.  It starts 

with breaking through the clutter and engaging the potential exhibitor, and that’s easier 

said than done in this age of over communication and clutter.  Engagement is a prelude to 

exhibitor lead generation.  

 

Lead generation is a traditional role that marketing is responsible for in B2B companies.  

Oddly, in the trade show industry marketing has not played this role, as it has been left to 

the sales staff.  In essence, sales have had to find their own leads.  This needs to change 

for two obvious reasons: 

 

http://www.ibisworld.com/
http://www.factiva.com/
http://www.lexisnexis.com/
http://www.dnb.com/
http://www.hoovers.com/
http://www.infousa.com/
http://www.salesforce.com/
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 It’s not an efficient use of sales staff’s time and resources as their role is to sell 

and not prospect for leads.  In addition, a good sales person does not want to 

perform this kind of activity, and therefore won’t do it well if at all.  The net 

result will be an uneven if not chaotic prospecting process and result. 

 

 There is a vast trove of B2B lead generation knowledge and techniques that is 

easily available to organizers that will not only improve the process but increase 

results as well. To learn more about the resources available visit the Sales Lead 

Management Associations website http://www.salesleadmgmtassn.com or just 

Google the phrase “sales leads” or “sales lead management”. 

 

There are books written about lead generation, and it’s far too much content for this white 

paper. In general, this knowledge and content centers around developing targeted 

campaigns and the four primary elements and their impact on campaign results are:   

 Targeting and list selection   50-60% 

 Offer for response (usually content)  20-30% 

 Contact media sequence and frequency 20-30% 

 Creative – copy is key    10-20% 

 

Budget allocation and testing strategies should use these four elements and their 

importance as a guideline.  Finally, there are a number of B2B agencies that specialize in 

lead generation and might well be an alternate route vs. developing an internal process. 

 

[Next week’s blog will pick up with step 4, Lead Qualification and finish with Key 

Account Selling] 

 

John M. Coe 

John has partnered with Direct Hit Marketing and is responsible for adding new trade show 

clients and thought leadership.  John is also Co-Founder and Partner of B2BMarketing.com.  His 

background includes experience in both sales and marketing.  On the sales side, John was a field 

salesman, national sales manager and executive in charge of both sales and marketing for three 

major B2B firms.  On the marketing side, he was president of a B2B direct marketing agency for 

10 years, was National Campaign Manager at IBM, Sr. VP of B2B at Rapp Collins Worldwide 

and President of Protocol B2B.  John is also the author of The Fundamentals of Business-to-

Business Sales & Marketing, published by McGraw-Hill. John’s next book co-authored with 

Steve Juedes, President of DHM is titled Data-Driven Trade Show Marketing & Sales for 

http://www.salesleadmgmtassn.com/
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Organizers and Exhibitors is due for publication in 2017. He can be reached at 

johnc@directhitmarketing.com  or by phone at 602-402-6588. 

 

 

Direct Hit Marketing 

Direct Hit Marketing (DHM) based in Longmont, CO has been providing data analytics to the 

trade show industry for 24 years with its 360 Registration Data Analytics Program™.  This 

data service starts with the show’s registration data and combines it with the targeted mail, email 

and phone communications that were used to drive registration, and returns to the organizer up to 

21 reports of what worked and what did not.  DHM offers other data services to organizers and 

for a full description of these go to www.DirectHitMarketing.com  

mailto:johnc@directhitmarketing.com
http://www.directhitmarketing.com/

